In 1981, the sole book about historic geomagnetic instruments was by Anita McConnell. Using it as a timeline, the Royal Scottish Museum's temporary exhibition 'The Earth is a Magnet', was put on to coincide with an international congress held in Edinburgh that year. The curators were aware that this important story could be told only with borrowed material from a number of other collections and that, in some cases, crucial items no longer existed. Locating and borrowing such objects before the Internet proved tricky and time-consuming, but helped to form thinking about how the collections might grow. The paper will look at what there is, and something of what there is not, in the Scottish national collections.
INTRODUCTION
Using over 35 years' personal experience, this paper examines: how objects can enter public collections; how they help to tell a story; how they are-or are not-used by audiences; who these audiences are; where these objects might be placed in chronologies or catalogued; and, in the end, what is missing. On the way the importance of provenance, heroes, timelines and publications will be mentioned and alluded to, but good security, environment and curatorial expertise (and these are all extremely important for object survival) will be taken as given. The example used here is a pre-Internet-assembled, small, temporary exhibition of half-a-dozen cases on a difficult theme-geomagnetic instruments-shown in a display shortly after the author began work in 1980 as a curator at what was then known as the Royal Scottish Museum. 1 The International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) held its fourth Scientific Assembly in Edinburgh in 1981. This body, now under the auspices of UNESCO, attempts to pool information about the Earth's magnetic field and the study of terrestrial and planetary magnetism and space physics-in fact, IAGA can trace its international roots back as far as 1873. 2 The secretary of the local organizing committee was then Dr Stuart R. C. Malin, based at the Institute of Geological Sciences (IGS), in those days to be found in Murchison House at the edge of the King's Buildings campus *a.morrison-low@nms.ac.uk of the University of Edinburgh. 3 A total of 733 participants from 47 countries attended the conference, and Stuart Malin thought that it would be a good idea to have a small exhibition just off the Main Hall of the Royal Scottish Museum, where the opening reception was to be held on 3 August. 4 TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS AT THE ROYAL SCOTTISH MUSEUM Subject choice for short-term exhibitions has always been a deeply mysterious process and even after nearly 40 years in the same museum it is unclear how some subjects are chosen and others rejected. Selection was, and is, not a curatorial decision, although suggestions from curators are naturally considered by the senior management who make the final choice. The choosing process was even more opaque in the early 1980s than it became later on when there was a structure of committees in front of which presentations were made and cases were argued. In 1981, somehow, temporary exhibitions were put together depending on what was going on elsewhere in the museum: at this point the space designated as the 'Science Gallery', on the second floor was closed-it had been shut in 1978, and was not to re-open until 1986, under the name of the 'Instruments of Science Gallery'. 5 Meanwhile, the two science curators-Allen Simpson and the author-were furiously collecting material against that longed-for day when they could get the stuff out of the cellars and into the cases. 6 The Royal Scottish Museum, as it then was, was a direct-grant body run by the Scottish Education Department through a director, without a board of trustees; money was in any case tight (when is it not?), but temporary exhibitions were then seen as one of the opportunities to acquire material begged or borrowed for brief display. Perhaps the most successful example of this sticky-fingeredness was the 1876 Loan Exhibition, after which many significant items found their way into the newly-emerging Science Museum. 7 The difficulty with geomagnetic instrumentation is that it was, and remains, extremely specialized. The subject is not one that the general public-which makes up most of our audience-necessarily relates to. But 733 delegates from 47 countries may have made a difference; and the enthusiasm of Stuart Malin was infectious. As money was tight (and not only for new acquisitions), it was agreed to hold the exhibition, entitled 'The Earth is a Magnet: British Contributions to Geomagnetism, Past and Present', using an exhibition set made out of old cupboards that had earlier housed natural history specimens and been previously used in the same small gallery, just off the main entrance hall (figure 1). With the main 'Science Gallery' closed, attempts were made to keep this small gallery filled with Department of Technology temporary exhibitions: 'The Earth is a Magnet' was coloured green; another relating to Sir David Brewster had been coloured blue, while the display of the acquisition of 58 achromatic microscopes from the Arthur Frank Collection had been coloured a mustard yellow. By this date the museum had a talented in-house designer; but the 'exhibition officer' as understood today was a post far in the future. 8 For the curators, at the time of planning, the sole book about the history and development of geomagnetic instruments was by Anita McConnell, Curator of Earth Sciences at the Science Museum, London. 9 Published by the London instrument dealer, Harriet Wynter, rather than by Anita McConnell's employer, the Science Museum, only 200 copies of the print run of 500 were delivered before the printers went into receivership. 10 Fortunately, the Royal Scottish Museum acquired the book just in time. Along with Dodge's The polar Rosses, it helped with construction of the storyline. 11 Even so, it became apparent very rapidly that if
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the exhibition was to tell the story, really any story, concerning geomagnetic instrumentation through time, much of the material would have to be borrowed from other science museums and the IGS itself. Telling this story well would mean using instruments with a meaningful provenance, but existing material held within the Royal Scottish Museum relating to the history of geomagnetism as a survey science was extremely scanty at that point. The handful of instruments in the collection included: a dip-circle, numbered 29, made by the specialist maker John Dover of Charlton, Kent, which had been presented by the Admiralty Hydrographic Office in 1933; the gift of an unsigned magnetic variometer, which had been made by a Borders surveyor in 1939; and a substantial magnetic survey compass made by the Edinburgh maker, John Dunn, that had been presented by a local firm of consulting engineers in 1950. 12 None of these pieces in the end made the cut to appear in 'The Earth is a Magnet', although they did find a place afterwards in 'Instruments of Science'. None had an interesting history; indeed, all had come into the museum's collections as examples of types of instruments, rather than for any back story they might represent.
Perhaps the most interesting group of items relating to the early history of geomagnetism had come from the University of Edinburgh's Natural Philosophy Class in 1973. This included a group of lodestones and a set of dip-circle needles (but no instrument).
LODESTONES
The lodestone, or naturally-occurring magnet, prized for its power of attracting iron, has been known since antiquity. Many examples, carefully placed in ornate brass mounts with iron 
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armatures (which concentrated the magnetic field) and keepers (which helped preserve it), are still to be found in cabinets of curiosities or the cupboards of natural philosophy apparatus. Others were turned into globe-shaped terrellas to mimic the action of the Earth's magnetic field. Many lodestones have passed through salerooms in recent years, but most have lost any provenance they may have had. However, a few noted in longstanding collections have histories attached to them. Three such-two in early nineteenthcentury cases-were in the University of Edinburgh's Natural Philosophy collection.
John Deuchar, a private chemistry lecturer in Edinburgh, presented a paper in March 1821 to the local Wernerian Society, concerning 'Three large Loadstones [sic]', two of which 'remained for ten months' in Deuchar's care, when he was free to study them. They had been bought by an Edinburgh lapidary, or worker in minerals, named George Sanderson. 13 Deuchar noted that:
They are said to have been removed from Moscow, when the French were advancing towards that city, previous to its being burnt; they were then conveyed to Petersburgh, and thence shipped to this country. They were cased with an iron armature; and when they came into Mr Sanderson's possession, were supposed to have but a trifling magnetic power. A report of the great size of these loadstones was very rapidly circulated, and many gentlemen called to examine them, who generally evinced their surprise that so little attractive power was displayed; but it is rather extraordinary that none of them traced out the cause, which we can only attribute to the rusty state in which the magnets were at the time: be this, however, the case or not, there can be little doubt that the full energy of these valuable minerals might have still remained latent, as they were for some time laid by as nearly useless, had not Mr Sanderson thought of cleaning them, to see what effect that might have. For which purpose, the iron armature was removed; and this was scarcely done, when the cause of the inactivity was found to have rested in the armature, for the unarmed loadstone now lifted pieces of iron. They were thereafter armed with copper and brass, and began to exhibit an increasing power, as additional weights were added to them.
Deuchar continued, giving the vital statistics of the largest lodestone as weighing 125 When I received it, it could carry 163 pounds; but, by gradually increasing the weight, I afterwards brought it to support 165 pounds, exclusive of a connecting iron of about 28 pounds, and the ropes and pullies, which might be 12 pounds more, making in all 205 pounds; thus giving an improved power equal to 42 pounds. This loadstone is now in the possession of Dr Hope, Professor of Chemistry, in this city, and is the most powerful one of its size of which we have any recorded account. 14 Thomas Charles Hope-professor of chemistry at the University of Glasgow from 1787 to 1789, and at the University of Edinburgh from 1795 until just before his death in 1844-is chiefly remembered for his characterization of the mineral strontianite. This was named after the West Highland village of Strontian, where the mineral was first found. Deuchar's paper mentioned that Hope intended to leave his large lodestone to the University of Edinburgh, and this is what appears to have happened. In 1832, building on Hans-Christian Oersted's 1820 announcement of electro-magnetism and Michael Faraday's 1831 discovery of electro-magnetic induction, James David Forbes (the young and ambitious professor of natural philosophy at the University of Edinburgh) gave an 'Account of some experiments in which an electric spark was elicited from a natural magnet' and these were of 'a fine A. D. Morrison-Low green colour'. 15 The lodestone was subsequently displayed at the 1876 Special Loan Exhibition at South Kensington as part of the 'Apparatus by which Forbes procured an Induction Spark from a natural magnet'. 16 Of the other two Edinburgh lodestones from Moscow, the second, whose weight Deuchar described as 28 17 It, too, has disappeared. There is perhaps less to say about two other surviving lodestones from the University of Edinburgh, and this is more to do with the keeping of inventories-or lack of it-than anything else. All that can be said for certain about the 'specimen of magnetic iron ore' recorded as such in an inventory of 1833 is that it was already there. 18 There is no indication of its point of origin or when it entered the collection. The 1833 inventory was the first attempt to list the material already owned by the Natural Philosophy Class, and made shortly after James David Forbes took up his new post as professor, as he tried to get an idea of what equipment he had available for his demonstrations (teaching was done entirely by lecture-demonstrations at this period). Before then, equipment belonged personally to the professor, and incoming professors often had to attempt to buy items from their predecessor's widow.
However, the small, mounted, natural magnet appears in the 'Catalogue of Apparatus belonging to Sir John Leslie . . . 1833', and it is described there as 'acquired by Sir John in Norway out of the Mines there-this is the attendant expense including the mounting on the Stand by [George] Sanderson [at a cost of ] 2 guineas'. 19 Leslie apparently travelled on the Continent in the years after he became professor of natural philosophy in 1805. He was Forbes's predecessor, and, fortunately for Forbes, he had never married; the acquisition of his apparatus was thus comparatively straightforward. Even if two out of these three extant lodestones in the collection have a measure of provenance-early nineteenth-century, Norwegian mines or somewhere in Russia-it turns out that, despite the antiquity of knowledge about their properties, most provenanced lodestones now in public collections are of fairly recent acquisition. However, as artefacts they occur right at the start of our understanding of geomagnetic instrumentation, although for most of their history their main economic usefulness was inducing responsiveness in compass needles. With the work of Oersted and Faraday, they fed into the knowledge that made the modern world. Surviving lodestones seem generally to date from the time that artificial magnets began to be used to magnetize compass needles, that is, from the mid eighteenth century. As men such as Gowin Knight managed to induce magnetism in the form of the more familiar horseshoe-shaped magnet, the lodestone was banished into the antiquarian cabinet of curiosities or, worse, into the realms of entertainment.
LOCATING INSTRUMENTS BEFORE THE INTERNET
What methods were available in 1980 for finding out about where specific instruments were located in public collections? A decade later, it would have been possible to check the national inventory. 20 With its eventual appearance in 1992, this did come with a number of caveats: by the time it was published, it had been 20 years in the making and so quite Geomagnetic instruments in Scotland a lot of it was out of date. Also, a decision had been made earlier that the five main UK collections of scientific instruments would not be included in the inventory, except in an outline form, because, of course, their curators would 'get around' to producing their own proper catalogues of their instruments. 21 Indeed, there were good inventories of the material at the National Maritime Museum; patchy 1920s and 1930s cataloguing of some, but not all, Science Museum collections; and the Whipple Museum at Cambridge undertook a dynamic programme of exhibition and publication from the early 1980s onwards. Only the Museum of the History of Science, Oxford, and the Royal Scottish Museum seemed a bit dilatory. 22 Nowadays, looking at these museums' online inventories provides some idea of each institution's particular collections down to the level of an individual object. Even so, the online descriptions are often geared for a general audience, and frequently the fine details have been filtered out by IT and staff who may not appreciate just which fragments of information are of crucial importance to the curator. In 1980, there were two methods available: an illicit Xerox copy of the national inventory (curatorial staff, mainly Allen Simpson, at Scotland's national museum had helped with gathering descriptions of Scottish collections outside their own collections), and personally contacting curators at the other four museums with significant science collections to see what was available. Help was on hand from friendly staff at the National Maritime, the Whipple and the London Science Museum. 23 The narrative was developed by the curators, together with Stuart Malin, whose knowledge of the history of his profession was extensive. The line of least resistance was followed, moving along a chronological path (museum audiences seem to prefer following the direction of time's arrow rather than a thematic approach) and hanging this on a number of personalities (heroes) or pegs. Through the auspices of Stuart Malin, the curators also made a visit to the magnetic observatory at Eskdalemuir, in the Scottish Borders, to see the by-then disused Kew Pattern photographic recording magnetograph designed by John Welsh (1824-59), superintendent of the British Association's Kew Observatory in 1859. 24 This was still in situ in the darkness (because of the photo-recording) of the underground observatory. The piece of kit was too enormous to display in its entirety, but they were able to take away one-third of it; made by Patrick Adie of London, one of the four brilliant sons of the Edinburgh instrument maker Alexander Adie (figure 2). It formed a link between geomagnetic science and Scotland. 25 Even at this early date, well before devolution or threatened independence, curators felt obliged to 'play the Scottish card' in any show put on. This is always tricky, as science by its very nature is international.
The exhibition storyline began with lodestones, using the small example once owned by Sir John Leslie (although this had not been established then), and mentioned the London instrument maker Robert Norman's Newe Attractive of 1581, showing his illustration of a dip-circle, which remained the pattern until the end of the nineteenth century (figure 3). It continued with William Gilbert of Colchester and his influential work, De Magnete, published in 1600. 26 Neither of these are Scottish characters, but Gilbert is a known figure, possibly even a 'hero', and definitely a peg. Detailed narrative before 1581 was silently edited out, but there was a general nod towards the ancient knowledge of the Chinese concerning magnetism; naturally-occurring magnetite; lodestones; and much of the history of the mariner's compass.
Edinburgh is blessed with a number of great libraries; one of them is the Crawford Library held at the Royal Observatory on Blackford Hill (one of the four great astronomical libraries
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in the world), and it holds both a copy of Norman's Newe Attractive and a first edition of Gilbert's De Magnete, which were borrowed for the exhibition. 27 This latter book was quickly accepted as the standard work on electrical and magnetic phenomena throughout Europe. In it, Gilbert distinguished between magnetism and static electricity (known as the amber effect). He also compared the magnet's polarity to the polarity of the Earth, and developed an entire magnetic philosophy on this analogy. 28 There are two early instruments in Scottish collections that should have been displayed: the first was unknown to the curators at that point, but the second was recognized just in time for inclusion. The first is an anonymously-made seventeenth-century dip-circle, sadly lacking the documentary evidence of its date of acquisition by the University of St Andrews, inscribed 'Ex dono Archebaldi Areskine Armigeri Londini'; even the donor, Archibald Erskine, cannot be confidently matched to a grateful student. It can be more positively matched to the instrument mentioned in an inventory of about 1699 as 'The frame of ye dipping needle is as formerly, but ye needle is awanting'; and in another, dating between 1699 and 1702, 'The glasses of the dipping needle broke'; and in a third list, dating from 1702-18, 'The needle of the dipping needle is lost'. 29 The second instrument-and this emphasizes the point about knowing where surviving instruments are located-was illustrated by Anita McConnell in her Geomagnetic instruments before 1900, but as a line drawing derived from Phil. Trans. In 1777, Dr John Lorimer (1732-95) of Pensacola, Florida, described his new instrument used in an attempt to measure the Earth's angle of dip while at sea (between 1763 and 1781 Florida was part of the British Empire). 30 In 1795, he bequeathed an example, made by the 
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London maker Jeremiah Sisson in 1764 and probably the prototype, to his alma mater, Marischal College, Aberdeen University (the Latin inscription on the octagonal box's brass plaque indicates this). Lorimer himself, a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, went on an expedition up the Mississippi River in 1774 to help map the western boundary of the colony of West Florida from the mouth of the Yazoo River to Bayou Manchac. He had been invited to do so not only for his medical skills, but because of his mathematical abilities in determining latitude and longitude. 31 The exhibition storyline continued with the figure of Edmond Halley, who contributed to the science of geomagnetism by publishing the first magnetic chart in 1701. This was based largely on his own observations made during two Atlantic voyages in HMS Paramore in 1699 -1700 (the curators spent a lot of time looking, fruitlessly, for an appropriate ship model). Halley was the first to note the steady westwards drift of the Earth's magnetic field. 32 As Anita McConnell wrote:
Over the centuries an impressive range of instruments has been constructed to measure all aspects of geomagnetism, in order to discover its origins and the cause of the changes noted. We now understand that the main component of the earth's magnetic field is generated within its core. Daily and seasonal variations are imposed on this field as the earth rotates on its axis and travels around the sun, enveloped within the solar magnetic field. 33 The history of geomagnetism, bound up with the practice of navigation and surveying, thus shared in the development of physics and astronomy (figure 4). 
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So began what Robert Multhauf and Gregory Good of the National Museum of American History, the Smithsonian Institution, dubbed 'the era of international co-operation', promoted by that great Continental figure of the earth sciences, Alexander von Humboldt (1769 -1859). The geomagnetic readings he had taken during his expeditions to South America and Siberia inspired him to instigate the establishment of a global network of geomagnetic observatories, beginning with St Petersburg in 1829. 34 In fact, Humboldt did not figure in 'The Earth is a Magnet', partly because Multhauf and Good's catalogue did not appear until 1987 and partly because the organizers were looking at history through the eyes of the British Empire, hence the subtitle 'British contributions to geomagnetism, past and present'. The 'hero' here-anti-hero is possibly more appropriate, as he was an unpleasant character-was Edward Sabine, who began his career as an observer of magnetic and meteorological observations on John Ross's first Arctic voyage of 1818. Sabine's two great scientific passions were the determination of the seconds pendulum, and his research into the Earth's magnetic field prompted by his work on the first Ross Arctic voyage, which ended in controversy. 35 He was also a keen ornithologist.
These days, it is fairly easy to find representative portraits of the personalities used in exhibitions to move the narrative onwards. In 1981, it was much more labour intensive: days were spent trawling through likely volumes containing out-of-copyright pictures in the library. There appeared to be no portrait of Sabine as a young man and so, instead, the exhibition showed an example of a prepared specimen of Sabine's gull alongside another of Ross's gull, named after John Ross's nephew, James Clark Ross-like his uncle, also a naval officer, and very much involved in this story (figure 5). 
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James Clark Ross-definitely a hero-was shown in a particularly swashbuckling portrait with a dip-circle designed by Robert Were Fox and used by Ross in his discovery of the North Magnetic Pole on 1 June 1831. 37 The instrument itself appears no longer to survive, but magnetic needles used by Ross on this expedition (from the Science Museum) were shown in the display together with a print of the portrait. 38 During the 1830s a number of permanent observatories were established and by 1836 Carl Friedrich Gauss's Göttingen Magnetic Union was analysing results from 16 stations between Dublin and St Petersburg (all using suited sets of instruments), and from Uppsala to Catania. Humboldt then managed to persuade the Royal Society that a similar chain of observatories should be set up across the British Empire (the British Association had earlier failed to achieve this), and in 1839 these were set up at Toronto, Hobart, St Helena and Singapore, while James Clark Ross set off to Antarctica to locate the position of the South Magnetic Pole. This last goal was unsuccessful. 39 The exhibition then looked in some depth at the first magnetic observatory in Britain, set up at Greenwich in 1840 through the auspices of the Astronomer Royal, George Biddell Airy. The exhibition was able to discuss how Greenwich was a part of the network of global magnetic and meteorological observatories (the other British officially-funded one was at Trinity College, Dublin), look at some of the surviving material-much of it in the collections of the National Maritime Museum-and discuss the beginnings of photographic recording instruments during the 1840s. Then the exhibition displayed material borrowed through IGS as 'modern' material; that is, up to 1980. The exhibition, made up of eight cases on a linear plan in a small gallery beside the museum's front entrance, and with north-facing natural light, attracted 16 231 visitors in its two-month run, and this number presumably did not include the delegates to the IAGA opening reception. The numbers appeared small when measured alongside the major summer exhibition timed to coincide with the Edinburgh International Festival, 'Treasures in Trust', which drew 54 468 visitors. However, this latter was a much larger exhibition, with 138 items compared with about 50 geomagnetic items, and its theme was the work of the National Trust for Scotland, a popular subject with visitors. 42 The audience for 'The Earth is a Magnet'-apart from the IAGA delegates, who visited outside the evening reception-were the local audience of interested members of the general public. Exceptionally, Anita McConnell came from London to see what use had been made of instruments in her care, and how a Scottish angle to geomagnetism looked in a display. The exhibition closed before the Edinburgh Festival opened, so the international visitors were fewer than if it had continued its run into August. There was some discussion as to whether the exhibition might travel to Washington and be shown at the Smithsonian Institution, but borrowing from so many owners proved too difficult to make this happen.
CONCLUSIONS
So, what happened at the end of the exhibition? The modern equipment was packed up and sent back to its owners, as most of it was then still in use. The Royal Scottish Museum acquired a Robinson dip-circle, the Adie magnetograph discussed above and one of the Barrow dip-circles that had been the standard instrument at Kew Observatory, through the IGS. 43 These are important pieces. Together with other items mentioned in this paper, they were subsequently used to good effect in displays to discuss the earth sciences in a section of the 'Instruments of Science' gallery between 1986 and its closure in 2008. Was an exhibition catalogue produced? No. In those days there was no publications department attached to the museum; such items were done through Her Majesty's Stationery Office,
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and took a considerable time, using hot metal press and black and white photography. Were the instruments written up? No, not until SCRAN-Scotland's Cultural Resource Access Network-was set up in 1996, when the items were described from the files assembled in 1981, and new photography undertaken. Has anyone been to see them? As Jim Bennett wrote in his 2003 British Society for the History of Science presidential address, still pertinent today:
It is an irony of the current vogue for instrument studies in the history of science that there has been little impact on those who care for instrument collections. Custodians of the accumulated scientific hardware long complained that historians were overly focused on ideas and neglected the material culture that shaped so much of scientific practice. Now that such a complaint is no longer tenable, do they feel vindicated and appreciated? No. Instead they report that historians still make little use of surveying instruments as resources for research. Their public continues to be overwhelmingly the general visitors to museums and the specialist collectors or instrument enthusiasts, while they are underwhelmed by the demands of historians for research access to collections. 44 Today's museum curators seem to be less worried about this than those of the late twentieth century. 45 As long as exhibitions continue to tell truthfully the stories of how people gradually made sense of the planet by mapping, investigating and reporting its mysteries, an audience made up of the general public and instrument buffs should be considered a satisfactory visitor response. After all, the reason for such displays is to provide interesting and entertaining information with pertinent context. The provenance of individual instruments plays a major role in this.
Perhaps the main consequences of 'The Earth is a Magnet' are that: first, Stuart Malin thought putting on exhibitions was fun and rather a good wheeze, and so he applied for a job at the National Maritime Museum, where he became Head of the Department of Astronomy and Navigation; and, second, the author met Anita McConnell, Curator of Earth Sciences at the London Science Museum, who was to become a mentor and lifelong friend. 
